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CATALOGUE – NOVEMBER 2017 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST, ARE VALID AS OF 24/11/2017 AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

AUSTERITY TANK LOCO NOW AVAILABLE 
Our 7 ¼” Gauge Electric “Austerity” J94 Tank Loco is now in regular production! 

A powerful new 48V 2kW loco with lots of character and detail. This is an ideal passenger 

hauler for club or private operation – See page 27 

 

 

International enquiries welcome! 
Mini Train Systems ships and installs around Australia and around the World.  

In the UK, MTS Products are available through Maxitrak  
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A group of MTS locos and their happy drivers at Diesel Day – Galston 2017 
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“Llewelyn” – rebuilt from the original 1994 “Thomas” 

and part of the personal collection of Roger Jones, 

MTS founder and owner. See page 29 for our 

“Southern”, which is the new build version. 

Introduction  
Mini Train Systems 
MTS started in 2010 as a spin-off from The 
Train Shed, the former Thomas the Tank 
Engine children’s amusement park that 
operated in Luddenham in Western Sydney 
from 1998 till the start of work on Badgerys 
Creek Airport in 2014. Earlier roots go back 
to the Powerline Model Railway Centre from 
1994-1996 and to club membership and 
private loco building starting in the late 
1970’s. 

The Train Shed featured a range of locos and 
rolling stock designed and built by us to meet strict licensing requirements, but just as 
importantly they had to make us a living. That meant that above all else they had to be 
tough, reliable, easy to operate, maintain, and repair.   

With over 40 years of club involvement and over 20 years of commercial construction and 
operation, we have established a business unique in its ability to design and build locos, 
rolling stock, track and complete railways: Everything you need to operate in a club, have 
your own railway at home or operate a commercial miniature railway. 

We can do as much or as little as you want, at all times listening to what you’re asking and 
providing honest and impartial advice and suggestions. 

The Basics 
Obviously a railway comprises track, locos and rolling stock, and we can help you with any or 
all of that, but first we need to cover a couple of basics. 

Gauge and Scale 

Generally sizes are specified by the track gauge. Most commonly in Australia people work 
on either 5” gauge (127mm between the rails) or 7 ¼” gauge (184mm between the rails) 
although smaller and larger sizes do exist and we regularly work in a number of them. 

5” gauge trains are made in scales that vary from 1:12 (1” = 1ft) to 1:10.67 (1 1/8” = 1ft) for 
models of broad or standard gauge trains, to 1:8 or 1:7.5 or larger for narrow gauge trains.  

7 ¼” gauge trains are divided between “ride behind”, which are typically 1:8 or 1:7.5 and 
“ride-in”, which are much larger and may be made to 1:6 or 1:5 scale for example. 

The gauge you select depends on what you want to do. 
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If you are interested in the club scene then it depends on what club you want to be involved 
in, and that varies from state to state and city to city, so it pays to do some research. In 
Sydney for example, most tracks are 5” gauge only while there are only a couple of dual 
gauge tracks featuring 7 ¼” as well as 5”. By comparison around Adelaide there are a 
number of 7 ¼” only tracks, some dual gauge and few 5” only tracks. 

For home use, 5” gauge allows for tighter curves to fit in smaller areas and a lower starting 
cost for your first locomotive and is a little cheaper per metre for track. On the other hand 7 
¼” gauge is better suited to more demanding grades and conditions and is better suited if 
the railway is actually doing some work as well. 

For commercial operation there is no question: 7 ¼” gauge or larger is the only way to go. 

Loco Technology 

Trains can be steam or battery electric powered, or can be diesel or petrol powered with 
electric, mechanical or hydraulic drives. The final decision you make when picking a loco is 
what you like and what you want to do with it. 

MTS is a battery powered electric loco specialist, and this is for very good reasons. 

Everyone loves steam locos but let’s be honest, if you want to just go for a run for half an 
hour, you’ve just signed up on a four hour commitment: Starting up, running, shutting 
down, cleaning and cooling down enough to handle. For this reason many of our customers 
are steam train owners who also have a small electric loco for when they just want to go out 
and have a play! 

Diesel powered locos really only make sense when you get to the size of the very large ride-
behind 7 ¼” gauge locos. At that size efficient diesel motors can be used and there is space 
for big alternator and motor combinations or for hydraulic drive systems. For smaller locos 
you are very limited in space and restricted to essentially lawnmower motors with limited 
drive options.  

While there have been some remarkable small internal combustion locos built, you are still 
stuck with the noise and the smell and the poisonous fumes, so most people are moving 
over to battery electric and many are putting in increasingly better sound systems for diesel 
outline locos. 

Of course in all but the largest ride-behinds, nothing surpasses a well designed and built 
battery electric loco for convenience, performance and reliability as well as their safety 
benefits. 

And finally, all MTS track and rolling stock is compatible with whatever locomotive 
technology you might select. 
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How Can We Help? 
We can do as much or as little as you want. We have plenty of experience but we’re still 
always ready to listen and learn, because that’s how you make things better. 

FAQs 

Can I buy the loco in kit form? 

Maxitrak locos (except the Planet) you can generally buy in painted or unpainted kit form as 
well as ready to run. 

Planets only come ready to run, in part because of all the modifications and improvements 
we do to them but also because of the price bracket they’d probably be more expensive as a 
kit. 

MTS designed and built locos are only available ready to run due to the machinery, jigs, 
expertise and experience required to build them. Again, they’d probably cost more as a kit. 

Can I buy the loco unpainted? 

Maxitrak locos, with the exception of the Planet, are available as unpainted kits. 

MTS locos are available ready to run with welded and ground bodies painted in primer for 
those who wish to do their own filling, finishing and painting. 

Can you build something special that’s not in the catalogue? 

Yes. We regularly build special products for customers. Sometimes these remain as one offs, 
like special carriages or site specific tracks sections, and at other times they get turned into 
regular catalogue items, which is how many of our locomotives have come about. 

The lead time for a special design is often much longer than for standard existing products 
but of course the benefit is that you get exactly what you want. 

Can I make my own track? 

Of course track building is a major part of our business, but we have many customers who 
build their own straight track and sometimes curved track (it’s harder) but come to us for 
their points. 

We sell a range of track building kits with instructions and hints and also share our AALS 
compatible track construction standards so that track made by our customers can be 
compatible with track made by us. 

Do you Deliver or do I have to Pick it up? 

We are based on the Lower Blue Mountains, west of Sydney. You can call and collect by 
appointment; however we do deliver to most areas of NSW, Victoria and SE Queensland. 
Outside those areas we can arrange freight. 
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Where do you do Installations? 

We install tracks anywhere in Australia. We also export and have even done an installation 
on an Indian Ocean island. 

We can do 100% of the installation work, or work with you and your helpers, sharing our 
expertise to get the results you’re looking for. 

What Copyright restrictions apply? 

The design effort and experience that we put into our products is part of our Intellectual 
Property. All designs are therefore copyright and may not be copied by any third party 
without specific written authorisation. Even when we custom build a product for a customer 
the copyright remains with MTS as the amount charged never fully covers the time spent in 
design. 

What Warranty is Provided? 

We provide a twelve month warranty on all parts and labour when equipment is used as 
recommended.  

Do you provide After Warranty Support, Repairs and Maintenance? 

Of course we provide ongoing support for every product we manufacture. This includes 
electrical and mechanical repairs, track maintenance, wheel re-machining, repainting and 
refurbishing. 

What Payment Terms Apply? 

All goods must be paid for in full before they leave the factory. 

As most items are built to order then a deposit and progress payments are usually made 
over the course of construction. 

Payment may be made by Direct Deposit to our account, by Visa or Mastercard (no 
surcharges) or by cash. If paying by cheque we have to wait for clearance before starting 
work or releasing goods. 

What are your Cancelation Terms? 

The usual Australian Consumer Protection rights apply. 

We are not like a hobby shop selling mass produced models and most of our products are 
custom built for each customer. You are not entitled to a refund if you change your mind 
after work has commenced on your project.  

If you do wish to cancel we can supply the goods that have been manufactured up the value 
of the payments you have made. Alternatively we can assist you as best we can to have the 
project re-assigned to another customer and in that case may be able to help in negotiating 
a partial recovery of your deposit.  
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The MTS Power Control System     
The heart of every electric locomotive is the power control system. This is one area where 

our experience really counts and all MTS locos use the same PS7C control system, designed 

and manufactured by us here in Australia.  

Many vendors offer power controllers that, while they pretty much do the job, are not 

designed for miniature railways, often being re-purposed from their original application as 

electric bicycle or mobility scooter controllers. While they can be a cheap solution, they 

often don’t do what the train driver actually wants. 

MTS controllers are different: We have 40 years’ experience building and operating electric 

locos both in the club scene and in commercial operation. That experience means that we 

understand what is needed for reliable operation and also understand the operating 

performance and functionality that people want. Most importantly through our active 

participation in the club scene and regular construction of complete railways for new and 

established enthusiasts we continue to learn more and improve our products every day. 

So what’s needed in a Power Control System? 
Obviously you need to be able to vary the power going from the batteries to the motors, but 

that’s not the whole story. How about braking? How about battery protection? What if you 

want to be able to run two or more locos coupled 

together controlled by the one driver? How about 

lights, horns and other accessories? The MTS 

system answers all of these questions.  

Motors  

These are typically 12, 24 or 48 volt and 

occasionally 36 volts. Power per motor may be as 

little as 60 watts up to 1000 watts or more, and 

often multiple motors are used together to provide 

the amount of power needed to do the job. The 

control system needs to be able to deliver the 

power to the motors while minimising the risk of 

overloading. 

Best design practices see the voltage increased as the power requirement goes up to keep 

the current (amps) down and maximise efficiency. So you would not normally see a 12 volt 

loco above 300 watts or a 24 volt one over 1000 watts. By the time you get to 2000 watts 

and more you should definitely be operating at 48 volts. Above 48 volts additional safety 

factors have to be incorporated in the design and such higher voltages, while not unknown, 

are not widely used in miniature railways. 

This is the 48 Volt 1000 watt motor used in our 

big 7 ¼” gauge locos.  

The 12 Volt 60 watt motors as used in multiples 

in the Maxitrak locos are considerably smaller 

while the 24 Volt 450 watt geared motors we 

use in most 5” gauge locos are in between. 
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Typical PS7 Power Controller: It’s all 

“plug and play” with a simple DIP switch 

inside for user selectable settings. 

The PS7C System automatically detects battery voltage and is switch selectable to set 

current limits to protect the motors. As well as drive, it provides pulsed regenerative 

braking down to low speeds completely under driver control. 

Batteries 

Though some owners use standard car batteries, the best results are obtained using Deep-

Cycle batteries. These are designed to be charged up overnight and then discharged over a 

number of hours rather than the rapid discharge/recharge cycling needed to start a car. In 

traction applications, for any given nominal amp-hour capacity, Deep-Cycle batteries run for 

more hours on a running day and last much longer overall than car batteries, and that more 

than offsets the extra cost. Money spent wisely on the right batteries is never wasted. 

While wet lead acid batteries are still a great option, AGM (Absorbent Glass Mat) batteries 

are now a better alternative. They can store more charge in the same space, cannot be 

spilled, and are overall a more safe battery to store and use. 

AALS Standards and good sense require that the batteries can be easily disconnected from 

the power control system. MTS recommends and uses an industrial quality Power Isolation 

switch plus circuit breakers. 

The PS7C System monitors battery voltage and starts 

flashing an indicator when the voltage is getting low. 

The speed of the flashing increases as the charge drops 

and the default option in the controller shuts the loco 

down before the batteries have been discharged below 

their minimum recommended level. 

Power Controller 

This is a module normally located in the loco that 

delivers the power from the batteries to the motors and 

in our case manages braking and horn and headlight 

operation. 

The PS7C Power Controller monitors motor load and 

provides smooth pulse control for both drive and 

braking.  

It also has outputs for headlights for both ends of a 

loco, for a horn and for an auxiliary such as a sound simulator. When two or more locos 

are run together the system automatically restricts the horn operation to the front loco 

and the headlight to the front of the front loco. 
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Standard Hand Controller. Sits in the 

palm of the hand and plugs into the loco 

to drive. 

For more extensive controls and greater convenience, 

select one of our control panels. Also available with 

switches for vacuum operated train brakes and/or 

electric parking brakes. 

Driver Controls 

While some locos have controls mounted in the back of 

the loco that the driver reaches from their riding car, 

almost everyone prefers the convenience and better back 

comfort of either a hand held control unit or a driver’s car 

mounted control panel. 

The PS7C system offers a choice of a hand held controller 

that features all of the basic functionality of the system, 

or a driver’s car mounted control panel that has extra 

features including load and battery charge condition 

meters and switches for optional additional auxiliary 

functions. All MTS driver controls have a removable key 

for safety and security and no MTS loco will run if the 

controller is pulled out. 

 

 

 

 

 

Regenerative Brakes 

Most available train controllers offer poor 

braking performance, which is unpredictable 

and cuts in when the throttle is backed off. 

Our controllers offer separate driver controllable brakes which allow for smooth load 

control down hills and sharp performance when you need it. 

The PS7C system features separate throttle and brake controls. Open the throttle and the 

loco starts accelerating. Shut the throttle off and the loco coasts. Apply the brake and the 

loco slows down or maintains a controllable speed downhill. Everything works in a 

completely controllable and predictable way, as it should. 
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While even more impressive with larger locos, this Planet lash up at a Blowfly 

rally at Mudgee a few years ago, demonstrates MU operation in action: All 

locos powered and not all pointing the same way! 

Multi-Unit Operation 

Most control systems only allow the driver controls to be plugged in to one end of the loco 

and into one loco only. But what if you want to run the loco the other way around or run 

two locos coupled together controlled by the one driver, just as in the full size? 

In common with all 

previous MTS control 

systems, the PS7C system 

features full multi-unit 

control. Plug into either 

end (where fitted), turn the 

loco any way around and it 

will run under driver 

control in the right 

direction and completely as 

expected. Plug two or 

more locos together 

(subject to power 

availability) pointing in either direction and they’ll run together without complications. 

They can often even be different voltages.  

The system even lends itself to trains with the power drive distributed along the train, as in 

full sized suburban electric trains or with locos on each end - like the XPT. 

Optional Dead Man Feature 

Some clubs and operating conditions require electric locos to have a “dead man” system, 

where the loco shuts down and/or goes into brake mode if the driver falls off the train. 

There are some AALS recommendations as well. 

MTS control systems can have a “dead man” button on the hand controller which must be 

held down when in use. Once the button is released the loco will go in to full brake mode 

until the system is reset. 

Control panels can be fitted with a similar system using either a seat mounted pressure 

pad or a foot held down switch. A reset button and indicator light is included on the panel. 

A Complete Design 
The MTS PS7C is one of the very few power control systems on the market designed from 

the ground up for miniature railway operation and incorporating the control features that 

drivers actually want.  
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Two pairs of Planets ready for operation at the 2017 Mudgee Blowfly Rally 

Starter Locos and Packages 

You might want to start a railway at home, join a club or maybe add a smaller “play” loco to 
your existing railway collection. 

In any of those cases you’re likely to be looking for something relatively small and practical 
that has enough power for some fun but won’t break the bank. 

MTS has a range of small electric locos aimed at getting started at various levels that give 
you plenty of choices. We also do package deals that combine a loco with riding car, 
batteries, charger and track so you can start your own railway. Installation services are also 
available. 

Starter Loco Options  
For running a small railway at home, and playing at many clubs around the country, a small 
5” gauge battery loco is just the thing and we have a range of sizes and power ratings to suit 
your needs. 

All of these locos include a loud electric horn, bright LED headlight and PS7C series Power 
Controller with our hand held control unit: Control Boxes are available as an upgrade 
option. They can be “double-headed” with other similar MTS locos and driven by the one 
driver.  
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5” Planet with standard Low Seat riding car and hand held controller. 

5” Planet with 1.2m High Seat Driver’s Car. These cars are 

often more comfortable for adults than the Low Seat type.  

The 4 wheeled 800mm long version seats one adult while the 

1.2m version with bogies as shown seats two. 

5” Planet 

The MTS upgraded version of the 
Maxitrak Planet fits the bill for 
many people. With our new 
800mm compact driver’s car 
option it is even more 
transportable than ever for those 
who want to put it in the back of 
the car and “go for a thrash” at 
inter-club events in particular.  

240watts and a 12 volt system 
mean that there is enough power 
to pull a two or three adults or a 
bunch of kids around the yard or 
on most club tracks.  

Loco Length 560mm, Width 255mm, Height 465mm, Weight 30kg including ballast weight. 

 
5” Planet Pricing and Options 

Loco with Hand Controller $3,500  
(requires a riding car with battery) 

Options 
12V Cable Set to fit to your own riding 
car and battery  $   250 
(includes Power Cut-Off switch, Circuit Breaker, 
cables and connectors wired up and all ready to 
install) 

Double Heading Cables for running with 
another Planet   $   125 
(includes power and control jumper cables and 
special short coupling bar) 

Hand Control to Control Box Upgrade option – add  $   300 

Standard Package Deal       $5,500  

 Planet Loco in Maroon, Green, Yellow or Blue (subject to UK stock) 

 1.2m Low or High Seat riding car (seats two adults) 

 100 Amp Hour Deep Cycle AGM battery and 10A Intelligent Charger  

Compact Package Deal       $4,950 

 As above but with 800mm single seat riding car 
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7 ¼ ” Planet 2.  The 5” version looks the same but obviously runs on 

narrower track. At first glance it looks the same as the smaller model 

but it’s actually 50% bigger and almost three times the power! 

Planet 2 – 5” or 7 ¼” 

The new “Super-Size” Planet from 
Maxitrak and MTS, while designed as a 
7 ¼” gauge loco is also available with 
5” gauge wheels instead.  

Though by definition bigger and 
heavier than the basic 5” gauge 
Planet, with 700 watts and a 24V 
system it’s got a lot more power than 
its smaller namesake and will handle 
tougher track conditions and a higher 
load. For keen enthusiasts it is also 
available in kit form as well as the 
normal ready-to-run version. 

Length 840mm, Width 385mm, Height 

700mm. Weight 50kg excluding batteries 

Planet 2 Pricing 

5” or 7 ¼” Gauge Loco with Hand Controller     $7,500 
(requires a riding car with two batteries)   
 

Options 
24V Cable Set to fit to your own riding car and battery    $   300 
(includes Power Cut-Off switch, Circuit Breakers, cables and connectors wired up and all ready to install) 

Double Heading Cables for running with another Planet 2 or 12V/24V MTS loco  $   130 
(includes power and control jumper cables and special short coupling bar) 

Hand Control to Control Box Upgrade option – add     $   300 

Standard Package Deal 5” Gauge $9,750   7 ¼” Gauge $9,950 

 Planet 2 Loco in Maroon, Green, Yellow or Blue (subject to UK stock) 

 1.2m Low or High Seat riding car (seats two adults) 

 2 x 100 Amp Hour Deep Cycle AGM battery and 10A Intelligent Charger  

5” Compact Package Deal        $9,250 

 As above but with 800mm single seat riding car and 2 x 80AH AGM 
(Not available in 7 ¼” gauge) 

Planet 2 locos are also available in Unpainted Kit form:     $ 5,700
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Ruston 2 with optional Control Box and standard package 1.2m riding car. 

Wide range of colour schemes available to order. 

7 ¼” Ruston 2   

This earlier Maxitrak design has 

retained its popularity due to its 

convenient size, cute and chunky 

appearance and handy “Play 

Power” 

The 3 Axle, 450 watt version fits 

between the two Planet types in 

power, but a 12V system means 

you only need one battery to 

make it go! 

Length  840mm x Width  385mm 

x Height  700mm 

Weight  70kg with Battery 

 

 

Ruston 2 Pricing 

7 ¼” Gauge Loco with Hand Controller      $7,200 
  (Requires a riding car but battery can be internal) 

   
120 Amp Hour AGM battery for fitting internally     $   475 
 
Options 
12V Cable set to fit to your own riding car and battery    $   250 
(includes Power Cut-Off switch, Circuit Breakers, cables and connectors wired up and all ready to install if you 
want riding car mounted batteries) 

Double Heading Cables for running with another Ruston 2 or 12V/24V MTS loco  $   130 
(includes power and control jumper cables and special short coupling bar) 

Hand Control to Control Box Upgrade option – add     $   300 

Standard Package Deal        $9,500 

 Ruston 2 Loco in a range of colours 

 1.2m Low or High Seat riding car (seats two adults) 

 100 Amp Hour Deep Cycle AGM battery (to go in loco) and 10A Intelligent Charger  

Planet 2 locos are also available in Unpainted Kit form:     $ 5,000 
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Our original tram loco running with a booster car and four 

passenger cars 

Y6 Tram Loco – 5” or 7 ¼” 

Our very own MTS Great Eastern Railway 
tram loco returns with this catalogue with 
a new 900 watt 24V drive system and 
internal batteries!  

Like the Planet 2 it’s a 7 ¼” gauge loco 
which can be fitted with 5” gauge 
wheelsets, but also has a long wheelbase 
for its size, extra power and a flexible 
suspension for more demanding tracks.  

This is our most powerful Starter Loco: 
Great for steeper garden layouts and enough power to pull up to four 5” gauge 1.8m or two 
enclosed sided 7 ¼” gauge passenger cars on most club layouts. In the 7 ¼” format you can 
even add one of our booster cars to double the haulage capacity! 

Length 870mm, Width 390mm, Height 600mm. Weight approx. 110kg with batteries. 

This loco is similar in style to some home-built 5” tram locos seen from time to time, but is 
dramatically larger and more powerful. 

Y6 Tram Pricing                

5” or 7 ¼” Gauge Loco with Hand Controller     $8,500 
(Requires a riding car but batteries can be internal)  

Two x 80 Amp Hour AGM battery for fitting internally    $   750 
  

Options 
24V Cable set to fit to your own riding car and battery    $   300 
(includes Power Cut-Off switch, Circuit Breakers, cables and connectors wired up and all ready to install if you 
want riding car mounted batteries) 

Double Heading Cables for running with another 12V/24V MTS loco   $   130 
(includes power and control jumper cables and special short coupling bar) 

Hand Control to Control Box Upgrade option – add     $   300 

Standard Package Deal 5” Gauge $11,000  7 ¼” Gauge $11,200 

 Y6 Tram Loco  

 1.2m Low or High Seat riding car (seats two adults) 

 2 x 80 Amp Hour Deep Cycle AGM battery and 10A Intelligent Charger  

5” Compact Package Deal        $10,500 

 As above but with 800mm single seat riding car and 2 x 80AH AGM 
(Not available in 7 ¼” gauge) 
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Home 
Railway 
Options  
Whether you want 
something compact for 
a suburban backyard or 
something much larger, 
perhaps built in stages, 
on a larger property or 
acreage, Mini Train 
Systems can help bring 
your railway empire 
dream to reality. 

We can custom design 
a package to suit your 
site or offer you one of 
the example packages 
described below.  

In any case we can do as much or as little as you want. We can deliver the “trainset” to you 
for you to put together yourself or we can offer you our complete installation service, where 
you can sit back and watch battle commence! In between there’s the option of us 
supervising, guiding and assisting you and your helpers to install the railway yourself. 

When looking at the following examples, remember that you’re not restricted to having a 
simple oval layout:  

We have built 
layouts on long 
narrow sites with 5m 
radius curves at each 
and winding double 
track with sweeping 
curves in between. 
We’ve also built “out 
and back” layouts -  
ie. end to end rather 
than circular tracks. 
The possibilities truly 
are endless. 
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Compact 5” Gauge Layout 

This example layout is our simplest and 
cheapest starting point and will fit into 
most back yards. Various layout options 
are shown to give you an idea of some 
of the many possibilities. 

Needing as little as 9m x 12m to fit and 
coming with our popular Planet loco it’s 
just the thing get going. There is even a 
siding (may be inside or outside the 
track perimeter) for you to put a garden 
shed (not included) on to park your train 
overnight. 

The 3.8m radius track included goes 
together like a trainset: Put a point on 
any straight or in any curve and add a 
siding, passing loop or extension pretty 
much anywhere! 

Don’t have that much space? Not a 
problem. We go down to 2.5m radius 
track meaning that (allowing for 
clearances)  the minimum dimension on 
your site can be as little as 6m.  

Of course it doesn’t have to be clear 
space: You can cut and dodge around 
sheds, trees and clothes lines to your 
hearts content! 

Compact 5” Starter Set includes: 
 Planet Loco, 1.2m Driver’s Car, 
Battery & Charger 

 Circle of  3.8m radius curves plus 2 x 
1.5m straights to make an oval  

 Point, Curve, Straight & Buffer Stop 
to make a siding 

 Total ride length of track (excluding 
siding) 27 metres 

 Space required approx. 9m x 11.5m 

PACKAGE DEAL $9,900 
Delivery and Installation, subject to location and site inspection, from $2,500.  We work all over Australia! 

Options:      

Extra track, add about $90 per metre. 1.2m passenger car, add $1,800  
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Medium Layout 
With some more space and a little larger 

budget, then the options increase and while 5” 

gauge is still usually the preferred size, 7 ¼” 

gauge starts to become a possibility 

Medium Sized Layout Includes: 

 Standard Loco, Riding Car, 

Battery/Batteries and Charger Package 

 Circle of 10m radius track with 6m of 
straight in each side to make a large 
oval 

 10m radius point with hand throw and 
extra track to make a siding about 13m 
clear 

 Total ride length of track (excluding 
siding)  75m 

 Space required approx.  21m x 14m with 
siding on the outside or 17m x 14m with 
siding on the inside. 

PRICING 
5” Gauge with 5” Planet $11,500 
  5” Planet 2 $15,750 
        5” Y6 Tram $17,000  
 
7¼” Gauge with Planet 2 $16,600 
 7 ¼” Ruston 2  $16,100 
 7 ¼” Y6 Tram  $17,800 
 
Prices are ex-Sydney for customer installation. Delivery 

and installation options quoted upon site checking. 

Options:      

Extra track, add per metre about $90 for 5” or 

$95 for 7 ¼”. 

 

1.8m passenger car, add $2,000 for 5”, $2,200 

for 7 ¼” 

 

The sample variation as shown would add about $1,000 in 5” gauge or about $1,100 for 7 ¼” 

gauge. 
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Larger Layout 
This example gives you an idea of 

what might be possible with a larger 

site again, enabling the use of 10m 

curves. 

Larger Sized Layout Includes: 

 Standard Loco, Riding Car, 

Battery/Batteries and Charger Package 

 Circle of 6.25m radius curves plus 4 x 

1.5m straights to make an oval 

 Point, Curves, Straights and Buffer to 

make a siding 

 Total ride length (excluding siding) 

45m 

 Space required approx.  31m x 21.5m 

with siding outside or 27.5m x 21.5m with 

siding located within the oval. 

PRICING 
5” Gauge with 5” Planet $14,600 
  5” Planet 2 $18,800 
  5” Y6 Tram $20,000 
 
7 ¼” Gauge with Planet 2 $20,000 
  7 ¼” Ruston 2 $19,500 
  7 ¼” Y6 Tram $21,200 
 
Prices are ex-Sydney for customer installation. 

Delivery and installation options quoted upon 

site checking. 

Options:    

  

Extra track, add per metre about $90 

for 5” or $95 for 7 ¼”. 

 

1.8m passenger car, add $2,000 for 5”, 

$2,200 for 7 ¼” 

 

The sample variation as shown around a Granny Flat, would add about $1,000 in 5” gauge or 

about $1,100 for 7 ¼” gauge. 
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5” gauge Drewry in Tasmanian yellow livery, hauling a 4 car load at Wascoe Siding, Blaxland NSW. 

This represents a narrow gauge loco and prototypically has the frames on the outside of the wheels with rods 

connected with cranks. 

 

Mini Train Systems Drewry Shunter 

 
High Power Locos for Private, Club and Commercial Operation 

Based on 1950’s “Drewry Shunters” that still operate around the world on Standard Gauge such as 

the BR Class 4 (our 7 ¼” version) and the 3ft 6” Gauge Tasmanian V Class (our 5” version). 

   

BEST SUITED FOR 

 Heavy haulage at home, club or commercial operation. 

 Standard 2kW 5” gauge version will haul six or more 1.8m straddle cars depending on grade. 

 Standard 2kW 7 ¼” gauge version will haul four of our 2.4m articulated enclosed cars on a 

typical reasonably graded track. 
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MTS Australian built 7 ¼” Drewry painted in BR Blue by Maxitrak (UK) 

This version features prototypical inside frames and Jackshaft drive. 

One-off “blinged-up” Gauge Convertible Drewry featuring a special paint job and running LED lights on the 

sides. Gauge Convertibles have outside frames but use chain drive rather than cranks and connecting rods. 

They are supplied with two sets of wheels – one set for 5” gauge and one set for 7 ¼” gauge. Change over in 

less than 30 minutes! 

 

STANDARD FEATURES 
 Steel body with plenty of detail. 

 MTS PS7C-Plus power controller 

with driver’s car mounted Control Panel 

now standard. 

 Can power a 1kW Booster Car  

  for even more grunt! 

 Loud electric horns 

 Powerful LED headlight 

 Max speed about 9 km/h. 

 Fully painted and ready to run. 

 Available with inside frames and 

connecting rods for 7 ¼” gauge, outside 

frames and connecting rods for 5” 

gauge and as a 5” and 7 ¼” gauge convertible with two sets of wheels and with chain drive. 

 Minimum curve radius 5” gauge - 5m, 7 ¼” gauge – 8.5m.  

 Like all MTS Electric Locos you can operate your Drewry coupled together MU with other 

MTS locos driven by the one driver. 
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Drewry on a 7 ¼” portable track. Standard 

locos can haul twice this load on 1 in 80. 

DREWRY SPECIFICATIONS: 

 2kW, 48V, Max Speed approx. 9 km/h.  

 Fully MU capable for single driver double heading 

 Will handle four MTS loaded enclosed passenger cars  on a 1 in 80 grade 

 Length  1060mm, Width  350mm,  Height  495mm, Weight  120kg 

DREWRY PRICING 

                  Loco Only Package ** 

5” Gauge with outside frames and connecting rods  $13,000 $16,500  

7 ¼” Gauge with inside frames and connecting rods  $13,000 $16,700 

Gauge Convertible++      $13,500 $18,200 

New 24V 900W 5” Gauge Chain Drive Version   $11,000 $13,500 

** Package includes 1.5m driver’s car with 4 x AGM Deep Cycle Batteries and 20A Charger for all 

versions except 24V  chain drive which has 1 .2m car, 2 x AGM and a 10A charger..   

++ Gauge convertible packages include both 5” and 7 ¼” gauge bogies for the driver’s car and 

exchange wheels for the loco. 

Options and Accessories: 
Cable set if using your own driver’s car      $ 350   

Double Heading MU Jumper Set       $ 130 

“Dead Man” Option (may vary with non-MTS Driver’s Car)   $ 295 

Vacuum Brake Pump and fittings for driver’s car     $ 300 
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Mini Train Systems 5” Gauge Locos 
Scale Model Australian Diesels       

MTS has a range of 5” gauge scale model Australian diesels either in production or under 

development with advance orders being taken. 

All of these locos feature great performance for club and home use, able to haul big trains 

for the public yet also able to negotiate tight curves and steep grades. All of our locos are 

built to scale without ugly 

compromises to make things fit. 

Every loco is built to customer 

order and is designed to be 

strong, solid and durable while 

still being well detailed. 

NSW 48 Class 

This popular model is now in 

ongoing batch production and 

available to order at any time. 

One of the most popular 

prototypes in Australia, the MTS model features all of the details you expect and 

performance to match, hauling three to four passenger cars on most tracks.  

The standard 1.2m drivers car with two AGM batteries provides enough capacity to run all 

day in most club environments with options available for increased storage capacity for 

extreme conditions. 

QR 2400 Class 

This model is in production 

prototyping with running chassis 

under test. Available to order now 

with deliveries from early 2018. 

1800 watts of power in a narrow 

gauge prototype means these are 

big locos (2.25m on the frames) 

with more than enough power to 

handle the heaviest club load. Thanks to Queensland Great Trains for all QR  prototype 

images used on this catalogue 
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NSW 81 and 82 CLASSES 

Both of these models are now entering production for their inaugural customers. These 

locos are available to order for delivery mid to late 2018. 

The 81 class was a game changer when it first appeared on the NSW system in the 1980’s, 

offering previously unknown levels of power and reliability. Pioneers of the Candy Red 

livery, they later saw service in variations of Freight Rail/Freight Corp Blue, Bicentennial 

livery and even the National Rail colour scheme. All are now painted in Pacific National 

livery, but we can of course build in any livery, current or historical that you like. 

The 82 class was a follow up design using the then new 710 series engine and featuring a 

long “dogbone” style body with reverse sloped cab windows.  

Initially largely restricted to coal operation they now run much further afield and are 

gradually being repainted in Pacific National livery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our thanks to Graham Baker for 82 class  prototype image used on this page.  
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SCALE AUSTRALIAN DIESEL SPECIFICATIONS & PRICES 
  48 CLASS  81 Class  82 CLASS  2400 CLASS 
Gauge  5” (127mm)  5” (127mm)  5” (127mm)  5” (127mm) 
Scale  1 1/8”=1ft (1:10.67) 1 1/8”=1ft   1 1/8”=1ft  1.5”=1’(1:8) 
 
Length (mm) 1386    1950   2062    2250  
Width    258   275   275   346 
Height  400 (max) 341 (body) 400 (max)  400 (max)  484 (max) 
 
Min Curve 6.25m   6.25m   6.25m   8.5m  
Est Weight 110kg   180kg   180kg   180kg 
Max Speed 9.5 km/h  9.5 km/h  9.5 km/h  9.5 km/h 
Power  900W   1800W   1800W   1800W 
Voltage  24V   48V   48V   48V 
Control Panel YES   YES   YES   YES 
MU Operation YES   YES   YES   YES 
Regen Braking YES   YES   YES   YES 
 
Horn, LED Headlights 
 & Markers YES   YES   YES   YES 

Loco Only  $15,000  $18,000  $19,000  $19,000 
 
48 Class Options 
Internal Batteries - Not Available 
1.2m 24V Drivers Car        $2200 
Vacuum Brake Pump for Driver’s Car      $   300  
Driver’s Car Batteries 2 x RM12-120DC Deep Cycle AGM Batteries  $   950 
10A Intelligent Charger        $   165 
MU Cables for Double Heading       $   120 
Cableset if using your own Driver’s Car      $   300 
 
81, 82 and 2400 Class Options 
Internal Batteries 4 x RM12-55DC Deep Cycle AGM Batteries  $  960 
1.5m 48V Drivers Car        $2500 
Vacuum Brake Pump for Driver’s Car      $   300  
Driver’s Car Batteries 4 x RM12-80DC Deep Cycle AGM batteries  $1500 
20A  Intelligent Charger        $   295 
MU Cables for Double Heading       $   120 
Cableset if using your own Driver’s Car      $   350 
 
Note that MTS 48V Driver’s Cars now also provide power on the 24V line. This means that you can 
double head suitably wired 48V and 24V locos with appropriate jumper leads and subject to battery 
load limits. 
 
If the 48V locos have internal batteries then the mix can be in any order  - eg 81Class – 48 Class – 81 
Class. If there are no internal batteries, no problem: Just make sure you’re using a 48V Driver’s Car 
and have the 24V locos at the front. 
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Two Southerns and a Vulcan triple heading for fun after a long day on North Western Model Engineer’s portable track. 

Yes, they could have been run in MU with one driver!   2017 Sydney Model Railway Exhbition. 

Mini Train Systems 7 ¼” Gauge Locos 

Steam Outline Electric Locos      

Why Electric Powered? 
Everyone loves steam locos but not everyone is so in love with the cost, maintenance and 

performance of model steam locos. 

Way back in 1994 we had the job of building a scale model 7 ¼” gauge “Thomas the Tank Engine” 

from scratch in just 12 weeks. There was no way it was going to be possible in that time unless we 

built it electric, so that’s what we did. 

The end result was our first heavy duty 7 ¼” loco, tough enough for commercial operation and as a 

result also perfect for club and large private layouts where the loco needs to perform and do it all 

day every day with a minimum of maintenance. 

Like all of our locos, major parts such as wheels, motors and power controllers are easily removed 

when in need of special attention, and daily maintenance simply consists of oiling the connecting 

rods on the wheels and the drive chains. AGM Deep Cycle Batteries are now standard, providing 

great performance over years of operation when used as recommended and require no daily 

maintenance. 

Like all of our locos, these models are fitted with our PS7C Power Control System which enables 

them to be double-headed with other MTS 48Volt locos.  
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The first of our flagship “Austerity” tank locos on its delivery run at the QSMEE track at Warner, in Brisbane. 

 

AUSTERITY 0-6-0  
We currently have three designs including the brand new “Austerity” tank loco, the first model of 

which has just been completed.  

During World War 2 Hunslet in the UK, and their subcontractors, built hundreds of these locos as 

shunters for use in the UK and in Europe. They continued in use and with new construction post-war 

with the LNER, and subsequently BR, as the J94 class and in military and private railways. So many 

operators that it’s hard to keep track, but most notably the National Coal Board (NCB) which, as 

probably the last “in-service” operator, was the source of many of the currently preserved examples. 

Of the 450 plus built, according to Wikipedia, some 56 have been preserved. 

For those familiar with it, Public Works Dept. (PWD) No.79, preserved at TrainWorks, Thirlmere 

NSW, is an example of the earlier (and smaller) “16 inch Hunslet” built in the 1930’s and shares 

many design features with these locos.  

In revenue operation and in preservation they have appeared in a huge number of liveries – just do a 

Google Images search and you’ll be amazed. They are a particularly handy loco with plenty of power 

for the size and are now our “flagship” 7 ¼” Electric Steam Outline Loco. 
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SOUTHERN 0-6-0 
Developed from our first 7 ¼” design, this model is 

inspired by the 1913 built LB&SCR/Southern Railway E2 

Class.  

It’s compact, powerful and looks great either in the 

Southern Green (below) in Black (left – shown with 

smoke simulator) or in LBSCR Brown livery (page 27).  

Available with or without the extended side tanks.  

 

 

VULCAN 0-4-0 
“Vulcan” is based on a 
Bagnall industrial shunter. 
The prototypes are the low 
slung 0-4-0 saddle tanks 
"Judy" and "Alfred" built in 
1937 for work at Par 
Harbour in Cornwall.  

These are very cute locos, 
and also very stable for a 4 
wheeler thanks to the 
heavy ballast weight MTS 
places inside the chassis 
between the axles of the 
driving wheels. The 4 
wheel chassis also enables 
it to go around very tight curves. 
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7 ¼” STEAM OUTLINE ELECTRIC LOCO SPECS & PRICES 
    J94 Austerity  Southern  Vulcan 
Scale    1.5”=1ft (1:8)  1.6”=1ft (1:7.5)  1.6”=1ft (1:7.5) 
Length over buffers  1154   1154   980 
Width    318   350   380 
Height    466   550   450 
Minimum Curve Radius  8.5m   8.5m   6.25m  
Approx Weight   150kg   150kg   120kg 
Max Speed (can be varied) 9.5 km/h  9.5 km/h  9.5 km/h 
Power    2000W   2000W   1000W 
Voltage    48V   48V   48V 
Loco Only Price   $16,000  $17,500  $13,000 
 
Package Deal Extras 
Driver’s Car 
 Type      1.5m, High Seat   
 Batteries     4 x 80 Amp Hour AGM   
 Latching Hand Brake    YES 

Air Brake Controls    Optional 
 Flashing Tail Lights    YES 

Intelligent Battery Charger   20A 

Loco+Package Price  $19,000  $20,500  $16,000 
 
Options: 

 Cable set – if you are using your own driver’s car    $   350 

 Optional MU Jumper Cable Set      $   120 

 “Dead Man” Option (requires MTS Driver’s Car)    $   300 

 Air Brake Controls for Driver’s Car       $   750 
(AALS standard fittings with both A&B Pipes. Small on board reservoir fitted to add capacity to passenger car 

fitted reservoirs. Lineside air supply required for re-filling) 

 

Booster Car 
 Looks like a typical 7 plank wagon with a “coal” or “gravel” load concealing the drive unit 

 Plugs straight into any of our 7 ¼” gauge locos to get another 900W of power without the 

cost of the power electronics or the body 

detail of a complete second loco 

 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
 900 Watts, 24V or 48V 

 Max Speed approx.  9 km/h (can be customised)  

 Adds capacity for two extra loaded MTS 
enclosed passengers cars 

 Length 905mm, Width 355mm, Height over 
dummy load 400mm 

PRICING: Complete unit ready to run  $4,500 
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The Classic Santa Fe ‘War Bonnet’ livery F7A 

The 120W per axle drive module 

used in Maxitrak 5” gauge locos 

5” Gauge Maxitrak UK & US Locos 

Our friends at Maxitrak in the UK make a large range of mid-power 5” gauge scale models of British 
and American diesel locos.  Able to handle minimum 3.8m radius curves (6.25m for Class 66) and 
with 480w of 24V power (720w for Class 66), these are perfect 
for larger home railways or mid-sized club operation.  

Each loco uses the same 120W per axle drive design as used in 
the popular Planet starter loco, but with more axles making for 
a more powerful loco. 

On a typical lightly graded track they will handle two or three 
loaded 1.8m passenger cars without difficulty. 

These locos are available in painted or unpainted kit form or 
ready to run. All come with MTS PS7C Power Controllers, our 
great driver’s car mounted Control Panel and are MU capable. 

Driver’s car packages with batteries and charger are also 
available or you can add our cable set to your own driver’s car. 
If you are pulling more than two passenger cars in a club environment then we also have a suitable 
vacuum brake system available. 

Please note that there is typically a 16 week lead time on painted locos and kits and that some more 
complex liveries may incur a variation in price. 

EMD F7A 

The F7 diesels are hugely popular in the USA, practical and reliable with nearly 2,400 “A” units and 
1500 cab-less “B” units built between 1949 and 1953, with some still running today. 

If you are running the optional “B” unit you double the power at less than double the price as the 
“B” unit operates as a booster off the “A” unit’s Power Controller, not needing one of its own. 
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BR Class 42 Warship           BR Class 73 “Pullman”                    BR Class 25 

 
BRITISH DIESEL LOCOS  
A range of British outline locos are available covering a wide historical and geographical range from 
the very early Class 20, through the Class 42 “Warship” and Class 73  Electro-Diesel to the modern 
Class 66 and related Class 59.  

All models run on 24V and are geared for a maximum speed of around 9.5km/h. They include MTS 
PS7C control systems and are all MU compatible with other MTS locos. 

A hand controller is included with each loco. A control panel is an optional extra. 

MAXITRAK 5” GAUGE DIESEL SPECIFICATIONS & PRICES 

Class  20  25 & 73  42  66/59  F7A 
      (“Warship”)    
Length (mm) 1240  1350/1380 1593  1676  1346 
Width   240  245/220 235  220    241 
Height  340  345/332 342  332    381 
Min Curve Rad 3.8m  3.8m  3.8m  5.0m    3.8m 
Power (Watts) 480  480  480  720  480 
Superdetail Opt  Opt  NA  Incl  NA 

Ready to Run 
Loco Only  $8,000  $8,500  $12,000 $14,700 $13,000 
Kit Prices 
Painted  $6,100  $6,500  $9,400  $11,200 $10,500 
Unpainted $4,300  $4,700  $6,800  $  7,800  $ 7,200 
 
Loco Options:      
Superdetail Kit for Class 20 or 25 $  750 
Superdetail Kit for Class 73  $  850  Pullman Livery for Class 73 $  1,000 
Double Heading Cables and Coupler Bar     $  125 
F7B Unit (requires A-Unit to operate)  Relevant F7A Price less  $ 500 

Prices for Maxitrak locos may be subject to exchange rate variation from those listed. 
 

Left to Right: BR Green Class 20, GB Railfreight Class 73 and Freightliner Class 66 (59 is similar) 
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Magnificent Southern Pacific “Black Widow” F7, built from a Maxitrak-MTS unpainted kit by a customer in Victoria 

Package Deal Extras 
Driver’s Car 
 Type     1.2m, High Seat   
 Batteries    2 x 120AH AGM   
 Latching Hand Brake   YES    

Vacuum Brake Pump   Optional    
 Flashing Tail Lights   YES    

Intelligent Battery Charger  10A    

Class  20  25 & 73  42  66/59  F7A 
Loco+Package $10,500 $11,000 $14,500 $17,200 $15,500 
 
Driver’s Car Options: 
Cable Set for your own driver’s car (includes Power Cut-Off Switch and Circuit Breakers) $300 
Vacuum Brake pump         $300 
“Dead Man” seat option for MTS driver’s car      $300 
Control Panel Option replacing Hand Controller      $300 
 
F7A can also be fitted with internal batteries (2 x 80 Amp Hour) as well as or instead of Driver’s Car 
mounted batteries. 

We select batteries to suit your running requirements. The standard batteries included in packages 
are expected to allow you to run a full 6 hour operating day on most tracks under typical loads, and 
then recharge overnight. Higher capacity driving car/battery combinations are also available for 
more demanding situations. 
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Hand brake side of a 1.5m High Seat 

driver’s car. Timber in front of the seat 

on this car is to mount a control panel. 

HIGH AND LOW SEATS 

High seat driver’s and 
passenger cars are 
approximately 380mm 
from top of footboard 
to top of cushion.  

Low seat cars are 
approximately 290mm. 

Rolling Stock 
Straddle Type Riding Cars   
FEATURES 

 Black painted steel frame, timber ends and foot 
boards 

 Colorbond® side panels in a range of colours 

 Two Seat Heights – “Low” (290mm):  most 
comfortable for children and “High” (380mm): most 
comfortable for adult drivers 

 Sandberg Bogies on all 5” gauge cars 

 Mini Train Systems “H” Bogies on all 7 ¼” cars. 

 1.5m cars will fit in a double cab HiLux ute.  “1.8m” 
cars are actually 1775mm long and will fit in a Falcon 
ute and most 6x4 trailers 

 
On Driver’s Cars 

 Handbrake acting on the rear 
bogie. 

 Fully wired and fitted with 
Power Cut-Off switch and circuit 
breakers.  

 Plastic battery buckets. (Batteries 

are not included in the price of the car.) 

 Optional vacuum brake pump 
and controller. 

 

DRIVER’S CARS 
TYPE        5”   7 ¼”   

1.2m Low Seat - for 12V only      $2,100  $2,300   

1.2m High Seat - for 12V or 24V     $2,200  $2,400   

1.5m High Seat – for 24V or 48V     $2,500  $2,700  

1.8m High Seat – for 24V or 48V     $2,600  $2,800  

Train Brake Options: 

Vacuum Brake Pump and Controls (common for 5”)    $  350  

Air Brake Controls (common for 7 ¼”)      $  750   

Battery & Charger Options 
Remco RM12-80DC – 80 Amp Hour AGM Deep Cycle    $375 each 
 (4 fit in a 1.5m High Seat car) 
Remco RM12-120DC – 120 Amp Hour AGM Deep Cycle    $475 each 
 (1 in a 1.2m Low Seat, 2 in a 1.2m High Seat or 4 in a 1.8m High Seat) 
10A Intelligent Charger (suitable for two battery driver’s cars)   $165 
20A Intelligent Charger  (suitable for four battery driver’s cars)   $295 
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PASSENGER CARS 
 Perfect match in style and finish with MTS driver’s cars 

 5” gauge 1.8m car weighs in at around 60kg including Sandberg Bogies 

 7 ¼” gauge un-braked versions fitted with MTS H-Type bogies   

 

LOW SEAT PASSENGER CARS  5” Unbraked 5” Braked 7 ¼” Unbraked 

 1.2m - Minimum radius 2.5m  $1,800  $2,100  $2,000 

 1.5m - Minimum radius 3.8m  $1,900  $2,200  $2,100 

 1.8m - Minimum radius 5.0m  $2,000  $2,300  $2,200 

High Seat version – No Extra Charge  

GUARD’S CARS 

 Designed to go at the rear of the train providing the Guard with a simple low backrest and 

access to a hand brake operating on the rear bogie. 

 Space provided for ballast weight if required. 

TYPE       5”   7 ¼”  

1.2m High Seat – Guard Only Version   $2,100  $2,300 

1.8m High/Low Seat Combined  Guard and Passenger $2,500  $2,700 

 

  

Two views of the same 1.8m  Low Seat passenger car giving an idea of scale. Light weight and comfortable.  

Cars fitted with vacuum brakes have a small brass bulkhead fitting in each end to make inter-car connections easy. 
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7 ¼” Gauge Enclosed Sided Passenger Cars 
 Enclosed cars are essential for all commercial applications and are strongly recommended 

for private and club use. These cars provide a far greater level of passenger safety than 

straddle cars - and steel lined foot-wells mean that there are no footwear restrictions on 

passengers! 

 The large sides allow the owner a wide range of decoration options to customise their train 

and give it real character. 

 Built as articulated multi car sets. 

 Articulated sets include: 

o An “A” car at the front - two bogies, a 

bar coupler at the front and ball 

coupling at the rear. 

o A “B” car at the rear - one bogie (at 

the rear) and a ball socket coupling at 

the front. 

o Sets can be extended by adding 

intermediate “C” cars or by bar 

coupling to other sets. 

 Standard cars are approximately 2.5m long 

between coupler centres,  2.2m seat length.   

 A five car set, properly coupled, will fit (just) in one piece into a 40ft shipping container. 

 Typical overall width (decoration dependent) 530mm, height under 600mm depending on 

body style. 

 MTS “G” type bogies are standard. 

 Standard decoration is “freight car” style with single body colour, plus black frames and 

bogies. More elaborate mouldings and paint schemes available at extra cost. 

 

Unbraked  Air Braked** 

2 CAR SET      $  7,000   $  9,000 

3 CAR SET       $10,000  $13,000 

4 CAR SET       $13,000  $17,000 

Extra “C” Car       $  3,000   $  4,000 

** Includes both “A” Pipe (“Tank”) and “B” Pipe (“Action”) Small reservoir in each car. Front bogie of 

each set is un-braked.  
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Gardening Wagons 
These cars were developed in response to customer requests and have proved quite popular. They 

are not intended as “scale” wagons in any way but as good solid and durable wagons for use in the 

garden. 

5” Gauge wagons are supplied with un-braked “Sandberg” bogies as shown.  

7 ¼” Gauge wagons are identical body-wise and are supplied with un-braked MTS “H-Bogies”.  

      5” Gauge  7 ¼” Gauge 

1.8m Open Wagon    $1,695   $1,895 

1.8m Flat Car     $1,595   $1,795 

Options: Vacuum Brakes for 5” Gauge $250 (one bogie braked per car) 
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Infrastructure  

Track 
Taking into account various single and dual gauge options and the wide range of radii available for 
curved track and points, the whole thing can be a bit overwhelming.  In this edition we’ve tried to 
simplify things: The full item by item listing follows, but here is the heart of it 

Executive Summary 
 Our track is all welded steel with 25mm high flat bar rails and 50mm wide flat bar sleepers. It 

is MIG welded in jigs and supplied painted in red oxide primer with bolts, washers and nuts 
to join modules together. 

 Average price per metre for bulk STRAIGHT track works out to be: 
o 5” Gauge – around $80 
o 7 ¼” Gauge – around $90 
o Dual Gauge – around $110 
o Around 10% cheaper if purchased unpainted. 

 Average price per metre for bulk CURVED track works out to be: 
o 5” Gauge – around $98 
o 7 ¼” Gauge – around $105 
o Dual Gauge – around $135 
o Around 10% cheaper if purchased unpainted. 

 Straight track comes in multiples and fractions of 1.5m and the cheapest way to buy it is in 
3m lengths.  

 5” gauge curved track comes in 2.5m, 3.8m, 5.0m and 6.25m radius primarily for backyard 
track. 22.5 degree modules are used and 3.8m and 6.25m radius points work with them to 
form simple “trainset” style geometry. Check the minimum radius required for your locos 
before ordering these small radius curves. 
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 Where you’ve got the space, larger 5” gauge curves are available in 8.5m, 10m, 12m and 
14m radius together with 10m and 14m radius points. We can supply the odd length filler 
pieces that may be required for larger sites or complex layouts.  

 7 ¼” gauge curves and points start at 6.25m radius with 10m minimum recommended. Once 
again check what your loco needs. 

 The gauge is spread typically by 3mm on curves and abutting straights should be ordered 
with the adjustment built in. 

 Our points come in various Radii and types.  
o Generally speaking if the points are “trailing” (ie. trains only pass through from the 

two track “frog” end to the single track “blade” end) then the blades can be left to 
float freely and move into position under the weight of the train as it passes 
through. 

o If trains run the other way (blade to frog) they are called “facing” and must have a 
positive locking mechanism so that the blades can’t move and split the train as it 
passes over. We offer electric point motors and two different styles of hand 
operated point throws. 

o 5” + 3 ½” dual gauge points always have to have a locking mechanism due to the 
need to put blades in the “K” crossing. 

 Prices shown are for single pieces purchased one at a time. A 5% discount applies for 12 or 
more pieces of painted track or 15% unpainted. Points are only sold painted to protect the 
machined surfaces and moving parts. 

 We have toolsets to assist you in building your own track should you wish and share our 
building standard so that track you build can be compatible with track you purchase from us. 

 For those with access to AutoCAD®, ProgeCAD® or similar packages we have a free “puppet” 

file available making track design simpler. 

 
BASIC DIMENSIONS  5” gauge 5”+3 ½”  7 ¼” gauge 7 ¼” + 5” 
Sleeper Length   295mm  295mm  395mm  395mm   
Rail    25x10  25x10  25x12  25x12 

Curve Gauge Spread  3mm  3mm/2mm 3mm  3mm/3mm 

 
  

                                                   Frogs                       “K” Crossing               Moving Blades 

Dual Gauge “Double Outer”  Point showing the common features. 

Single gauge points don’t have a “K” crossing 
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EXAMPLE TRACK PACKS 
We can supply individual track components or a “package” deal of track to suit your site and 
operational requirements. Here are some examples: 

3.8m RADIUS OVAL PACK 
5” GAUGE ONLY – AS USED IN PLANET 
TRAIN SET 

 Circle of  3.8m radius curves plus 2   

x 1.5m straights to make an oval 

 3.8m radius point with hand throw 

and extra track to make a siding about 

3m clear length. 

 Length of track (excl. siding) 27m 

 Space required approx. 9m x 12.5m 

with siding outside or about 9m x 

10.5m with siding within. 

PACKAGE PRICE – 5” $4,499 

 
6.25m RADIUS OVAL PACK 
5” GAUGE OR 7 ¼” GAUGE  

 Circle of 6.25m radius curves plus 4 

x 1.5m straights to make an oval 

 6.25m radius point with hand 

throw and extra track to make a siding 

about 7m clear length. 

 Length of track (excl. siding) 45m 

 Space required approx.  13.5m x 

21m with siding outside as shown, or 

13.5m x 16.5m with siding within. 

PACKAGE PRICE - 5”  $6,070 

                 7 ¼” $6,672 

 

10m RADIUS OVAL PACK 
5” GAUGE OR 7 ¼” GAUGE  

 Circle of 10m radius track with 
6m of straight in each side. 

 10m radius point with hand 
throw and extra track to make a siding 
about 13m clear length. 

 Track length (excl. siding)  75m 

 Space required approx.  21.5m x 
31.5m with siding outside as shown, 
or 21.5m x 27.5m with siding within. 

PACKAGE PRICE – 5” Gauge    $9,100    
    7 ¼” Gauge   $10,063 
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TRACK MODULE RANGE 
Straight Length 5” Gauge 5” + 3 ½” 7 ¼” Gauge 7 ¼” + 5” 

“Single” 1.5m $144 $197 $159 $204 

“Double” 3.0m $243 $334 $271 $351 

“Half” 750mm $  98 $135 $107 $139 

Buffer Stop 750mm $103 $124 $111 $136 

 Custom made shorter straights are available – same price as next largest standard straight. 

eg. 1395mm is the same price as 1500mm. 

 Please specify if either or both ends of a straight is connecting to a curve so that we can 

gauge spread to suit. 

Curve 

Radius 

Angle/Length 5” Gauge 5” + 3 ½” 7 ¼” Gauge 7 ¼” + 5” 

Small Radius     

2.5m 45deg/1.96m $224    

3.8m 22.5deg/1.5m $182    

5.0m 22.5deg/1.96m $212    

6.25m 15deg/1.64m $185  $201  

6.25m 22.5deg/2.45m $244  $268  

      

Large Radius     

8.5m  15deg/2.1m $228 $320 $251 $332 

10m  15deg/2.6m $254 $358 $280 $362 

12m  15deg/3.1m $286 $401 $316 $418 

14m  15deg/3.6m $329 $458 $364 $465 

20m *** 7.5deg/2.6m $254 $358 $280 $362 

30m **** 5deg/2.6m $254 $358 $280 $362 

*** Gauge Spread 1.5mm instead of 3mm.  **** No Gauge Spread required for 30m radius. 

 Custom made smaller angle curves are available similar prices to standard units. 

 For dual gauge, please specify “double outer rail” or “double inner rail” as required. 
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Above: 30 Degree 7 ¼” + 5” Dual Gauge Diamond  

Diamonds 
Angle 

Straight 

Length 

5” Gauge 5” + 3 ½” 7 ¼” Gauge 7 ¼” + 5” 

22.5 or 45 

30 or 60 

75 or 90 

1.5m or 1.75m 

1.5m 

0.75m 

$1,095 $1,295 $1,195 $1,295 

15 3.0m $1,195 $1,495 $1.395 $1,495 

 

 

Points 
Radius/Angle 

Straight 

Length 

5” 

Gauge 

5” + 3 ½” 7 ¼” 

Gauge 

7 ¼” + 5” 

Small Radius      

3.8m 22.5deg/1.5m 

Left or Right 

$625    

6.25m 15deg/2.25m 

Left or Right 

$730  $835  

Large Radius      

10m/15deg Left or Right 3.0m $ 835 $1,360 $ 940 $1,360 

14m/12deg++ Left or Right 3.0m $ 995 $1,495 $1,095 $1,495 

14m/3deg extender++ na $130 $  180 $  145 $ 186 

++ Point is 12 degrees rather than 15 degrees for ease of handling. A 3 degree extender is available. 

Y-Point - 10m/30deg na $ 835 $1,360 $940 $1,360 

3 Way Point - 10m Radius, 15 

Degree 

 3.0m   $2,095  

Single Slip – 10m Radius, 15 Degree  3.75m   $2,935  

Double Slip – 10m Radius, 15 Degree 3.75m   $4,195  

 5”+3 ½” have bladed “K” Crossings and MUST have a lever or point motor fitted. Other 

versions may have “free trailing” blades in certain circumstances and not require a positive 

locking over actuator of any kind. 

 For dual gauge, please specify “double outer rail” or “double inner rail” as required. 
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Point Levers: “Throw” type left, “Rotator” above. (Supplied all 

white: Yellow picked out here for photographic purposes.) 

 

Above: Point motor attached to a 5” + 3 ½” gauge point 

(checker plate mechanism cover not shown) 

Right: Two point motors, complete with checker plate 

top cover in place, attached to a pair of club built 

points. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
  

Point Levers 

Choose Throw Over (UK) or Rotator(USA) style 

5” 

Gauge 

5” + 3 ½” 7 ¼” 

Gauge 

7 ¼” + 5” 

Standard Points $300 $400 $300 $400 

Pair for Double Slip   $600  

 

Point Motors 5” 

Gauge 

5” + 3 ½” 7 ¼” 

Gauge 

7 ¼” + 5” 

Standard Points $495 $595 $495 $595 

Pair for Double Slip   $995  

3 Way and Single Slip use two standard throws or point motors each. 

Point Radio Control Package All Gauges 

4 channels - Includes 2 remotes $750 

Extra Remote $30 

Junction Interlocking Quoted on each project 
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SPECIAL TRACK 
SECTIONS 
Raised track sections are 

intended for service areas and 

loading bays. They are made 

from 50mm high steel rail with 

spreaders, rather than 25mm 

with sleepers, and bolt to the 

tops of concreted in steel posts. 

Third rails for dual gauge are 

25mm sections welded to the 

tops of the spreaders. 

LEVEL CROSSINGS 

If you have a track crossing a path or driveway it may not be practical to cut the concrete and set it 

in. MTS makes “speed hump” style crossing tracks to solve this problem allowing vehicles to pass 

over the track without damage to either. 

 

Raised Service Track 5” Gauge 5” + 3 ½” 7 ¼” Gauge 7 ¼” + 5” 

Straight 1.5m $144 $195 $160 $200 

Curve 10m/7.5deg/1.3m long $170 $225 $185 $225 

Buffer Stop $115 $120 

Post $115 $120 

 

“Speed Hump” Level Crossing 5” Gauge 5” + 3 ½” 7 ¼” Gauge 7 ¼” + 5” 

Straight 1.5m $249 $302 $264 $312 

Straight 3.0m $453 $544 $481 $567 

        

This “Speed Hump” level crossing has been in use at the NSW Rail  Museum, Thirlmere NSW, for several years. 

It avoids having to break up concrete paths to gain rail access to the miniature railway storage sheds. 
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Signals – All Gauges 
COLOUR LIGHT SIGNALS 
The MTS colour light signal range includes both two and 
three aspect versions. These can be mounted as single units 
on posts or gantries or as double units as per Sydney 
Suburban or Victorian/SA double light styles. 

Standard Features: 

 Generic design approximately ¼ full size 

 High efficiency LED lights 

 Dim function for night time operation 

Light Options: 

 Marker Lights 

 “Calling On” Lights 

 Turnout Indicators 

 Route Indicators 

Control System Options: 

 Manual operation 

 Trip/Latch system 

 Fully Automatic 

Basic 2 Aspect Signal Head $395 3 Aspect Signal Head $495 
Options and control systems: by quotation. 

 
LEVEL CROSSING SIGNALS  
Our level crossing signals are a generic design that captures the image of the 
vast range of signals installed all over Australia.  

 The signals are approximately ½ of full size and are ideal for driveways, 
etc., where clear visibility is required from vehicles. 

 All feature LED lights and run on 12V. 

The controller can drive from continuous insulated track or small trigger 
sections or switches.  

The signals and signs are designed to fit to a 50mm galvanised pipe fence 
post, which is included. 

Full Light Set on Post with basic sign set  $550  

“2 Track” Sign, add     $ 30  

Controller      $295     

1.5m Straight Trigger Track  Single Gauge - $250  Dual Gauge - $300 
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Storage and 

Transport 

Systems 

If you are transporting your loco 
to and from the club, or visiting 
around and about rather than 
storing permanently on track on 
your own private railway, then 
you need to be set up properly for 
storage and transport.  

MTS builds a wide range of 
storage trolleys to suit your 
needs: Single and double deck 
with heavy duty locking castors.   

5” gauge, 7 ¼” gauge and dual gauge trolleys are available with buffer stops at one end and loading 
ramp connections at the other. Coupling connections are fitted to the buffer stop and these can be 
fixed height or adjustable height if you swap things around. 

We also manufacture and fit tracks to trailers, as well as connecting ramps to get from the trailer to 
and from your trolley. 

Construction uses light weight rectangular tube for rails and 50x6mm sleepers and cross bars bolted 
into the trailer frame. 

These systems are all custom built to fit your needs but are not expensive for what they do.  

 

  

Double decker 7 ¼” with heavy driver’s car on the bottom and loco and 

booster on the top). 
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Components and Services 
PS7C Power Control System 
Our PS7C Control System includes heavy duty units suited to our Drewry Shunters and other large 

locos, plus simpler units to suit the lower powered Maxitrak locos. This system is compatible with 

the previous MTS Control Systems using a special MU adaptor cable. 

The system comprises: 

(1) Loco mounted Power Controller, selected to suit the voltage and power of your loco. This 
includes relay outputs for Horn, Headlight and a spare auxiliary circuit so just connect 
everything up to your motors and batteries and you’re good to go! 

(2) Driver Control: Your choice: Either our simple hand held controller or our full function 
Control Panel, which is designed to be mounted on your driver’s car. 

Two or more locos can be coupled together and run from the one Driver’s Control in Multiple Unit 
(“MU”).  

Using simple power and control jumper leads between the locos enables (depending on battery 
connections) even locos with different voltages can be run together. 

Optional Custom Designed “PS7-XA” available to add in to your loco providing access to up to four 
extra auxiliary functions. 

POWER CONTROLLERS 
All Power Controllers feature relay switch outputs for Headlight, Horn and Auxiliary. Provision is 

made in the MU systems for an extra Auxiliary and controls for Diesel Sound Systems using PS7-XA. 

 

 PS7C-LITE  250W 12V Power Controller designed for Planets  $280 

 PS7C-Plus  Full Spec Multi-Voltage to 3000W at 48V   $400 

 PS7-XA   Auxiliary Expansion Module (Custom)    $p.o.a 

 

DRIVER’S CONTROLS 
The basic Hand Controller includes smooth variable throttle, 5 step brake control, forward/reverse, 

headlight and horn controls, Power On indicator, Brake On indicator and Alert indicator. A Key 

operated power switch is incorporated. 

The Control Panel version has all of the above features plus Voltmeter and Ammeter for better 

monitoring of load and battery condition, auxiliary control switch and optionally extra auxiliary 

controls. It’s also much more comfortable and convenient for a long trip! 

 PS7HC Hand Controller    $150 

 PS7CB Control Box    $400 
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The “Alert” Light on both of these controllers has a number of important functions: 

 Overload/Current Limiting Indication – flickers while current limiting 

 Low Voltage Indication – Flashes at an increasing rate as the traction batteries go flat 

 Throttle Lockout: When you’ve used the brakes, the throttle is Safety Locked until you have 

turned both the Brake AND the Throttle off. It then un-locks and you can re-apply power. 

The Voltmeter on the Control Box indicates the condition of the Batteries supplying power to the 

loco you’re plugged in to, showing “Full”, “Run” and “Flat” indications that are independent of actual 

loco operating voltage: You can plug this control box into any PS7 fitted loco and the reading will 

make sense regardless of the  operating voltage. 

The Ammeter on the Control Box indicates the current being drawn in the traction circuit of the loco 

it is plugged in to. It doesn’t confuse the issue by showing the current drawn by lights and horns, 

etc., or by other locos coupled in MU. 

AUX2-AUX5 on the Control Box, when used with the optional loco mounted PS7-XA custom module, 

provide four toggle on/toggle off functions that can be used for additional lights or other auxiliaries.  

 
PS7C “DEADMAN” OPTION  
What does it do? 

Should the driver get off, (or more importantly, fall off) the driver’s car while the loco is running it 

will automatically go into full regen braking. Depending on the gradient the train will rapidly slow 

down to a manageable pace and come close to a stop. A parking brake needs to be applied to secure 

the train. 

How does it Work? 

On hand controllers we put a button on the side which must be held down to allow the loco to run. 

With control panel fitted systems we either put a pressure sensitive switch within the padded 

driver’s seat, or have a foot operated switch, with a cable plugging into the control box. A cut out 

system is fitted in the control box that requires driver action to reset. Otherwise the train drives 

normally. 

Who Can Use It? 

This is an optional safety feature which is aimed primarily at Commercial Operators and for club 

locos but can be used by anybody. 

 It can be fitted new or retro-fitted to any MTS PS7 control box and MTS driver’s car.  

 It cannot be fitted to any other manufacturer’s control system. 

PRICES:   

Hand Controller with button - $175, or add $25 to a package that includes a hand controller 

Control Panel + Seat or Control Panel + Foot Switch – add: 

Fitted from New:  $295  Retro-fit to existing MTS:  $395 
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48V 1kW motor. MTS supplies these 

motors with a 12t BS 3/8” chain sprocket 

as shown as standard. Drawing available.  

24V 450W Geared Motor.  

MTS supplies these motors 

with an 18t BS 3/8” chain 

sprocket and a mounting 

foot as standard. Drawing 

available. 

 

PS7C ACCESSORIES 
Driver’s Car Power Package Kits   12V  24V  48V 

Driver’s Car to Loco cable with Power Cut-Off Switch and Circuit Breaker(s)  

$250  $300  $350 

(Includes Battery Harnesses)  (1 battery) (2 battery) (4 battery) 

   

MU CONTROL CABLES 

 HD15 to HD15 (Standard) $35 HD15 to D9 (to link to older locos) $35 

 HD15 Moulded Cable 1.8m Long  (for internal wiring)  $12  

MU POWER CABLES 

 48V Standard Jumper (for all MTS 48V locos)  $75 

 12V/24V Standard Jumper (for Maxitrak locos)  $65 

 24V Heavy Duty Jumper  (for MTS built 24V locos) $75 

MOTORS  

HEAVY DUTY MOTORS 
These are the same motors that we use in many of our 

heavy duty 7 ¼” and 5” gauge locos including the 

Drewry Shunters.  

They are a high torque, high efficiency permanent 

magnet motor that handles regenerative braking and 

pulse controllers well. There are two models and each 

comes fitted with 12t 3/8” BS standard chain sprocket and Anderson plug.  

48V 1kW 3000 RPM    $250 

GEAR MOTORS 
The powerful motor used in this unit runs about 3000RPM off 

load. The integrated gearbox has a 9.78:1 reduction ratio bringing 

the shaft speed down to about 300RPM. That speed is just about 

ideal for running 1:1 gearing for many 5” gauge applications.  

Unlike worm-gear types, this motor will back-drive for regen 

braking. Our version of this compact and reliable motor includes 

the extra features of a convenient mounting foot, an 18t 3/8” BS 

standard chain sprocket and an Anderson plug. 

24V 450W Approx 300 RPM   $150  
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7 ¼” Gauge Starter Chassis  
For people who prefer to build their own loco in 7 ¼” gauge, MTS is now offering a “Starter Chassis” 

in that gauge as well. 

We offer a variation of the chassis used in our 7 ¼” gauge “booster car”, supplied in this case 

assembled and fitted with a 1kW 48V or 500W 24V motor and a PS7-Plus-Series Power Controller. 

Wiring harnesses are included to adapt for your own body design and a plug-in hand controller is 

also included. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
 1kW, 48V or 900W, 24V 

 Max Speed Approx. 9 km/h (can be customised).  

 Hauls two MTS loaded enclosed passenger cars on a 1 in 80 grade with sufficient chassis ballast 

 Length  770mm (no buffers), Width  350mm, Height to running board 250mm, height over motor 
290mm. 

 

PRICING: 
Chassis only – You supply the body and Driver’s Car     $3,700 

 Driver’s Car cable set and Power Cut-Off Switch - 48V    $   350 

 Driver’s Car cable set and Power Cut-Off Switch - 24V    $   300 

 MU cable set and coupling bar for double heading    $   110 

 Control Panel Option (chassis comes with hand controller)   $  300 

 Sprung buffers (set of 4)       $   295 

 Wagon style False Axleboxes and Springs (set of 4)    $   395 
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 5” Gauge Starter Chassis  
This chassis is based on the one fitted to the 5” gauge Planet 

and gives you a ‘jump start’ in building your own loco. It 

includes all the mechanical and electrical bits and pieces you 

need to get going. Now you can design and build your own 

body with confidence that it will run properly. 

The kit comes with a pre-assembled chassis plate to which you bolt on motors and wire up to the 

PS7C-LITE power controller supplied. A plug-in hand controller is also included just the same as the 

Planet. The wiring package includes our standard power connectors for linking to your driver’s car. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
 240W, 12V, Max Speed Approx 9 km/h.  

 Fully MU capable for single driver double heading 

 With sufficient weight added to your model it should handle a driver’s car plus one loaded 
straddle passenger car on level track 

 Length  500mm, Width  255mm,  Height  120mm 

PRICING: 
Chassis Kit only – supply your own body and Driver’s Car    $1,995 

 Driver’s car cable set and Power Cut-Off Switch     $  250 

 MU cable set and coupling bar for double heading    $  120 

 

Maxitrak 5” Gauge Drive Units 
These are complete drive units including wheels and axles, bronze bearings and two direct geared 

motors per unit. These are the same units used in Maxitrak 

electric locos as sold by MTS and are intended for simple 

mountings with dummy outside frames.  

Wheel standards are AALS compatible.  

5” Gauge – 72mm tread diameter – 120W  $525 

5” Gauge – 87mm tread diameter – 120W  $575 
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Sandberg 5” Bogie – Mech Brakes shown 

MTS 7 ¼” F Bogie – Mech Brakes shown 

MTS 7 ¼” G Bogie – Un-braked shown 

MTS 7 ¼” H Bogie – Mech Brakes shown 

Passenger and Freight 

Bogies  

5” Gauge Sandberg Bogies 

Standard Un-braked    $400 

With Mechanical Brakes    $450 

With Vacuum Brakes    $550 
MTS sold Sandberg bogies include heavy duty pivot pins as shown in 

photo, and now all steel parts including springs (but not bearings) are 

painted with black epoxy paint for corrosion protection. (Sandberg 

bogies are normally supplied unpainted and without a pivot pin). 

  

 

7 ¼” Gauge MTS Inside Framed “F” Bogies 

F Type Bogie – Un-braked     $  900 

F Type Frame Bogie – Mechanical Brakes  $1,050 
(Designed for straddle type driver’s cars and extra heavy battery packs) 

 

 

7 ¼” Gauge MTS Outside Framed “G” Bogies  

G Type Bogie – Un-braked   $ 600 

G Type Bogie – Mechanical Brakes  $ 750 

G Type Bogie – Air Brakes   $ 950 
(Designed primarily for enclosed passenger cars) 

 

7 ¼” Gauge MTS Inside Framed “H” Bogies 
Inside frame to suit Mk2 straddle cars. 

H Type Bogie – Un-braked   $600 

H Type Bogie – Mechanical Brakes  $750 
(Designed for straddle type passenger cars and driver’s cars that carry up 

to 4 batteries) 
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Build Your Own Track 
When it comes to track, most of our customers buy complete sets from us however some just buy 

points and build the less complex straights and curves themselves. 

We have a range of tools and parts available which make it easier to get your track building right and 

at the same time make it easily compatible with MTS track when you buy complete points and 

sections from us to start out or finish things off. 

Equipment You Will Need 
The minimum workshop tools you need to build track are: 

 A welder. Stick is OK but you’ll kick yourself if you don’t buy a proper MIG (with gas). 

 Metal cutting band saw: To cut rails and sleepers to length. Buy a good one – and spare 

blades! 

 Bench Grinder 

 Angle Grinders  x 2 

 Bench Drill 

 Battery Drill 

 If making curves you’ll also need a Bar Roller 

 Range of G-Clamps 

 Gauge bars to hold the rails in gauge during welding (included in our kit) 

 Jigs to hold the rails and sleepers in place while welding 

Track Building Toolsets and Parts 
MTS track building tool sets include: 

 For each gauge chosen: 

o 10 “Straight” (ie in-gauge) gauge bars 

o 10 “Curve” (ie 3mm over gauge for curved track) gauge bars  

o 2 “Intermediate” (ie 1.5mm over gauge) gauge bars 

o 1 each of the above modified for difficult positions 

 1 Rail Hole drilling jig 

 1 Rail Joiner positioning jig 

 6 sample MTS Rail Joiners to get you started 

 Instruction Booklet covering build standards and construction techniques 

Prices 

Track Building Toolset -  Single Gauge   $250 

(Specify 10mm or 12mm wide rail for 5” gauge, 7 ¼” 12mm wide is standard) 

Track Building Toolset – Dual Gauge   $325 

(Select 10mm wide rail for 5” + 3 ½” and 12mm wide rail for 7 ¼” + 5”) 

Rail Joiners  Pack of 50   $160 

Please note that all of these parts are quite heavy so freight costs can be significant. 
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Custom Design and Build Services 

 

 We custom design and build electric locomotives, rolling stock and track 

in 5” or 7 ¼” gauge to your requirements.  

 We can provide the complete loco, painted and tested, or just the bare 

chassis for you to build the body on.  

 Talk to us about your favourite project and find out what we can do for 

you! 

 


